We introduce an original model of quantum phenomena, a model that provides a picture of a "deep structure", an "underlying pattern" of quantum dynamics. We propose that the source of a particle and all of that particle's possible detectors "talk" before the particle is finally observed by just one detector. These talks do not take place in physical time. They occur in what we call "hidden time".
Introduction
As a 1 st step, we confine our treatment to radiation of light quanta by unmoving charges only, and show how that the "underlying picture" we introduce for quantum dynamics leads to exact quantum electro -dynamical amplitudes. The description is at a "physical" level of mathematical strictness.
Our basic idea is based on Feynman's many -paths formulation of quantum mechanics [1, 2] . We suggest that path integrals are not simply a mathematical technique. Instead these integrals can reflect "talks" that take place between the source and many detectors. Talks imply many passes of signals in both directions along each path. It resembles very much transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics by Prof. John Cramer [3] .
These talks physically accomplish spatially distributed computation of probability amplitudes for different possible detectors. All this computation has no deal with physical time and is processed in hidden time. We provide a clear and physically strict description of relation between hidden time and physical time and show that our reconsideration of the notion of physical time is fully relativistic.
Next, we show that though we start from unmoving charges, our model intrinsically contains an exchange of momentum (between the source and the detector) and spatial displacement of interacting charges.
At last, we provide our hypotheses about how our model can possibly provide gravity, quarks and antiparticles for free.
Basic analogy: "bees in the hive"
Consider how a hive of bees makes up its collective "mind". The majority of the bees who work outside the hive are foragers. They fly in packs, shun independence, and bring home the goods -the pollen, nectar, or water -that the hive needs most at the time. harvest the goods the hive needs most. But first they need the guidance of a good group decision about the most useful place to fly (Fig. 1a) . How does that decision get made? A scout who is fortunate discovers a flower patch or water puddle she feels is promising.
Then she comes back home and starts to advertise her find (Fig. 1b) . As Karl von Frisch explained in his classic The Dance Language and Orientation of Bees [7] , scout bees promote their discoveries by dancing special figure-eight-shaped dances. Those figure-eights explain the direction of the find and the difficulties or the extra boost given by headwinds and by tailwinds along the way. Most important, the length of a scout bee's dance gets across her "enthusiasm,"
her sense of the value of the treasure she has discovered.
Worker bees attentively "listen" to these advertisers. They gather in crowds around four or five competing dancers, absorbing the message of their figure eights and of the performers' enthusiasm, her endurance.
If a dancing scout just won't give up, a few of the foragers in her audience will catch a bit of the dancer's enthusiasm and go out and check her report. If they're impressed by what they find, they come back and join the dance. Eventually one bee manages to gather the biggest audience and the largest number of background dancers. That's when the hive makes up its mind. The foragers go off in a pack to mine the flower patch the winner of the dance contest has marketed and promoted so successfully [8] . (Fig. 1c) .
Meanwhile, this is a two-way conversation between senders and receivers, between a source and a bevy of detectors. The scout bees are not the only competitors whose input counts. 
3.

Talks in hidden time
We remind the reader that we assume unmoving charges exchanging a single photon. We suggest that the space 1 consists of discrete nodes, some of which are "empty" or "void", and some contain charged particles, emitting (and absorbing) photons. Radiation and absorption of a photon is accomplished through the following steps. Perhaps it could be more appropriate and adequate to formulate the model in terms of ribs that connect nodes, or in terms of both nodes and ribs.
A rib can be void; or it can be signed by some signal. • For the next iteration, imagine that each rib marked by scout signal is also characterized by a phase variable φ. While transferring from a rib to the next rib, the phase variable "rotates": φ n+1 = φ n + ∆φ; ∆φ = {2π(l /λ)} mod 2π. Here l is the space distance between centers of ribs, and λ is the wavelength of the photon considered.
This implies that a void node should transfer scout signals by sequence. In other words, scout signals must not interact in void nodes. Or, they move linearly through the space, with no influence of other scout signals. The charged node stores the total sum only and increases its value consequently with each incoming scout signal. A very interesting question here arises: how the charged node "knows" that all possible signals have already come in, and it's time to stop counting the sum?
Intrinsic need to stop phase summing seems to complicate the model. Actually it occurs that this need is also tightly connected to momentum exchange and spatial displacement of interacting charges (see section 5).
3.
After the charged node has counted its amplitude Ф D , it generates query signal and broadcasts it worldwide (Fig 2b) . (Fig 2c) .
Each query signal has a chance to win lottery, while relative probabilities relate as intensities.
This must provide that each possible detector D i has relative probability I = |Ф D | 2 to be a winner at each void node.
When the lottery has finished, the winner signal propagates next, while all ribs containing loser signals change to void state (Fig. 2c) .
Finally query signals reach the source. Source node S makes a lottery just like void nodes and the only query signal survives. Since the rule "a single incoming query survives at each node" works through whole Universe, it's clear that there emerges a polyline path connecting the source S and some single detector D i (fig. 2d) . A confirmation signal runs from S to that D i .
When it arrives, this means the photon is detected at D i . We suggest accepting, that physical time has a local meaning; it ticks at a definite detector node when a confirmation signal arrives to it.
To make this definition consistent with experiment, we suggest accepting that actual detecting of physical time we make in any experiment can fundamentally be expressed in terms of counting some elementary events. is relativistic covariant.
(b)
Imagine we emit a photon from source S and detect it at detector D (Fig. 3) . Let we start counting time by clock C placed near D simultaneously with photon's departure from S (in resting referential frames). In other words, emitting of a photon is synchronized with the switch of the clock C. When the detector D works, it switches the clock C off.
Clock C can be any highly stable oscillatory or stationary process. Actually, the clock can combine both. Say, a photodiode P can supply stable electric current generated under radiation of highly stable laser L.
In reality we detect total energy absorbed by laser L. Still, if we know the line length of the laser, effectively we detect the number of light quanta emitted by laser.
Fig. 3
Here we suggest that fundamentally, with maximal idealization, roles of detector D and clock C can be combined in a single atom A provided the photon emitted at S has the same frequency (energy) as laser L emits (we imagine idealized, infinitely narrow line), and atom A has the same transition frequency.
Imagine we relax the atom A somehow after it absorbs a photon from L; either we can manage to substitute a new unexcited atom to the place of A. Next, it's important that each absorbed photon transfers a vertical momentum to A. On the other side, the photon from S transfers horizontal momentum. This means we are fundamentally able to distinguish photon coming from S from photons coming from L. In such case we can define the time elapsed at A (A = D = C here) during photon's flight (from S) as the number of absorbed photons from the laser L.
It's interesting that the role of momentum recoil in time detection was previously mentioned by H. Salacker and E. P. Wiegner [4] . Authors pointed that momentum recoil of the clock is an inevitable feature of any time detecting procedure.
We suggest here that momentum recoil is not just a feature of clocks, but is a necessary condition of any time detecting procedure.
Of course, a single atom clock is not precise anyway, because the detection of photons from both S and L is not deterministic: it obeys quantum probability amplitudes. Still we believe that a single-atom clock is able to reflect the fundamental processes underlying any mechanism for detecting physical time.
(c)
The "talks protocol" introduced in section 3 is fully consistent with the time detecting procedure introduced above. Imagine for simplicity that we use a single path. In other terms, there's no summation: a single scout arrives from each source. In this case the scout signals coming to any detector stand in a queue (Fig. 4) . We need to add one more single rule: We suggested here that speed of all scout signals is the same in hidden time. We also suggested that simultaneity in hidden time (space -time, more generally) is absolute, just like in Galilean world.
So, the time of photon flight from S, when measured as the number of photons from laser L, is proportional to distance between S and D with constant factor.
(d)
Proving Lorenz covariance of defining physical time through counting of elementary events like absorption of a photon is rather trivial (at physical level of strictness).
We suppose that all light quanta from the laser L are absorbed by atom A. Of course, it is not literally true for single atom but it is true for classical detector when normalized to number of atoms in detector. So we need to count light quanta emitted from L.
Exact quantum -electro dynamical formula for light intensity (which equals to number of emitted light quanta per unit of time) [5] gives that stationary laser intensity is proportional to Q of resonator cavity, which in turn is reciprocal to length of cavity. If we intend to assume different referential frames, it would be more correct to use light path within cavity rather than length of cavity.
That is, time to emit one photon (we can detect it as number of some other, more frequent elementary events) is proportional to path length within cavity. Since the number of full paths does not change from one referential frame to other (it is a scalar), we need to examine how the single full path or the oscillating period changes.
Let the clock (system L + A) moves with velocity v. From figure 5 it's clear that In (1) t is time needed by light to make one pass, when observed in resting referential frame, and τ is the time for one pass observed by clock itself. In other words, τ is own time of the clock.
From (1) we directly get that In subsection (d) we have argued that the way to detect physical time we suggest is consistent with relativity. In subsection (c) we showed that the protocol of conversational model we suggest is consistent with such a way to detect physical time. So we are brave to conclude that the whole our model is consistent with relativity, though we still talked in terms of unmoved charges only.
5.
More physical features emerge for free
Entanglement
Entanglement is, perhaps, the most obvious phenomenon explained by the hidden time This implies that detected (at future) values of correlated quantity shared by entangled particles do not "exist" just at the emitting instance. They do not exist in physical time; still they are determined in hidden time.
Momentum transfer
As we pointed before, we start from resting charges. But the time detecting technique we introduce requires that momentum recoils from the horizontally and vertically moving photons we are trying to distinguish. Thus our model intrinsically needs momentum transfer, and it can possibly provide it for free as follows.
As we noted above in section 3, our model needs to provide a mechanism for detecting charge D to stop counting the phase variable φ of incoming scout signals.
We suggest, that this counting and its halt can be constructed, from general principles, in the following way. Scout signals coming from one source propagate by close paths, and thus the values of the phase variable as the scout signals arrive at a detecting charge differ slightly: ∆φ
On the other side, a scout signal coming from some other source will, most probably, essentially differ from the scout signal which came before it: ∆φ ~ 1.
When such a new scout arrives, the node determines that it's from a new source and stops counting the phase from the first source. The summary Φ D is put in the queue as we described in section 4(c).
The queue has to be spatially organized in this or that way, and we propose that this organization takes place in hidden space, indeed. We suggest that this can effectively lead to the spatial displacement of the detecting node from its starting position.
We will risk suggesting some even more profound explanations that emerge for free from the conversational model.
"Antiparticles"
Note that void nodes and physical nodes (charges) have a common feature: they provide a locus for lotteries. They also differ in the manner in which they pass through or reflect hidden time signals. We suggest that void nodes may effectively "consist" of two physical nodes with opposite charges. This pairing of opposite charges is analogous to electron -positron pairs in the vacuum.
"Quarks"
A physical node, i.e. a charge, generates 3 kinds of signals in our model. There can be 3 kinds of different "1\3 -charges" each responsible for one type of hidden time signals.
"Gravity"
When placed near a huge bulk of matter, a huge congregation of emitting sources, a detector receives an enormous queue of scout signals. Though this queue exists in hidden time, it effectively slows down physical time, just like gravity does.
We are currently in the process of making quantitative estimations of this gravitational effect. These estimations will provide one possible test for the validity of our model.
Conclusion
We suggest a very simple underlying picture -a deep structure -explaining the origin of quantum electro-dynamical amplitudes.
Though this model is based on very simple idea, its principles generate many subtle details that seem at first glance to overcomplicate the model. However, many of these details turn out to have direct analogies in mainstream physics.
Some aspects of our hidden-time conversational model are very close to those developed by Prof. Lewis E. Little [5] , but Little's work does not use hidden time. On the other side, Prof.
Alex Kaminskii from Tbilisi shares our hidden time idea [12, 13] , but he does not introduce explicit talks with reverse propagation of signals. Some results of the paper were reported at 11 th International Conference on Composites and Nano Materials (ICCE -11, 2004 , South Carolina, USA) [11] .
